Class Talk Initiative

PRESENTER: NATALIA BINCZYK
Reasons for the Initiative

- Uninformed student body
- Lack of connections between SC and students
- Budget cuts
- Voter apathy
- Lengthy SC documents
Logistics

- SU PowerPoint creation
- Slide selection
- Additions from FA, GFC
- Last slide - presenter’s contact info
- Class Talks
  - Monthly (starting on Oct 15th with Council Video)
  - Faculty Specific
  - Max. 2 min.
  - Individual vs. Group Presentations
Logistics continued...Sign-ups

- SU list vs. FA lists
- Volunteers
  - Generic contact info
- Sign up priority
- Contacting Profs
  - Generic letter
Next Steps

- SC volunteer from each Faculty
- Contact FAs
- Recruit presenters
- Finalize the sign up sheets
- Contact Profs
- Finalize Presentations (monthly)
- Enjoy the class talks
Thank You!

Questions? Comments?
binczyk@ualberta.ca